Saving Indian science

The views expressed with concern by C. N. R. Rao (Curr. Sci. 1992, 63, 505) will certainly be shared by the Indian community of scientists. The reduction in Government funding for S&T at 0.9% of Indian GNP is all the more alarming as bulk of allocated funds go for space research and atomic energy sectors with hardly 25-30% being available to the rest of the areas. The National Laboratories have been suggested to look for external funds with market-oriented research and work with corporate culture. This appears to be an anomaly of sorts since our National Laboratories are not tuned to work on corporate norms thanks to the straight-jacketed bureaucracy and rules and regulations. There is more concern in spending money even of industry sponsored work carefully (slowly) by antiquated procedures than the speed to achieve the objectives set within a time frame. This was highlighted in the recent national conference on Inhouse R&D units in Industry and S&T held at Delhi. It is equally a paradox that industries are quite reluctant to fund R&D in institutions and wait for the outcome as they always look for ready-to-apply turnkey technologies with product or process guarantees. This then leads us to the egg-chicken situation. Often, the corporate sector tries to label the indigenous technologies as inefficient to justify importing obsolete technologies abandoned abroad since there is craze for foreign tie ups. The battle in this situation is unequal for Indian scientists to match. Corporate sectors should set apart a percentage of their turn over for supporting R&D voluntarily for national economic growth. This is imperative as they take away the 'creamy layer' of trained and competent personnel available in the country at no cost for their training.

If Japan has progressed and has become an industrial giant in a remarkably short time, it is due to contract research with the universities and the National Laboratories. Our universities never look for taking up the challenges of industries in R&D sectors and go for easy options of getting soft grants from governmental funding agencies. Indeed, it is sad that bulk of our scientists in universities and national laboratories lack serious commitment and determination to deliver goods and our research approach is too open-ended. There are too many escape routes in funded projects for not achieving the objectives due to want of infrastructural facilities, chemicals, etc., and delays attributed legitimately or otherwise to administrative inefficiency. Why should the universities do only blue-sky research and not application-oriented ones and get beyond bench level.

It is also a pathos that some premier institutions like IIT's, IISc and some privileged universities alone are regarded to have capability for high level research and get easier funding than the equally capable scientists in several less-known universities who have to struggle many fold to attract funding and recognition. This will make these institutions remain eternally backward in research.

Though Indian scientist is second to none in intellectual abilities, he fails in a team. Modern science warrants cooperative endeavour and multidisciplinary efforts. There is an urgent need for a change in heart in our scientific fraternity. A serious introspection is needed by all to keep afloat in scientific research under the present dire circumstances.
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C. N. R. Rao has said that 'we need to invest adequately in Science Education' (Curr. Sci. 1992, 63, 507). I think this investment must be much more than in money that one might think of. A good investment of time and efforts on the part of top scientists and good science educators is very essential. We have several small pockets of excellence in science and science education in the country. However the impact of these small pockets on the vast area of the country is insignificant. To achieve good results people in these pockets should be prepared to invest their time and efforts for those outside.

Two recent activities, one undertaken by an individual (G. Venkataraman, through his book series Vignettes in Physics) and another by a voluntary agency (Indian Association of Physics Teachers through their national examinations), have made a small but significant achievement. We need more such efforts in physics and in other sciences as well. The quality of science literature in the hands of our youth should be of good quality and the examinations they take should make them think. This has to be done at High School or even at lower levels. 'Catch them young' is very important especially if we want good scientists. Let us not forget in this context that the best of the brains at class XII level are 'lost' to technology because the students at that level are not strongly motivated towards pure science.
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The major points of the case for more funds for science may be summed up as:

1. Basic science is important for long term future of the nation; support at
The articles (Curr. Sci., 1992, 63, 505-528, 541-542) emphasized the need of adequate funds for scientific research and its progress. I concur with the authors of these articles that research money is a key component for placing India in the science map of the world. The impoverishment of basic research will lead to losing even the present face-saving status of our country in the highly competitive international science.

I was surprised to note that none of these articles analyzed the other factors which impede the growth of science. To begin with, the science education in the schools is monotonous and repels young minds away from science. Some bright students who overcome these and manage to get brighter are diverted to professional courses because of social pressure. At the tail end we manage to train hundreds of young scientists and they migrate abroad at their prime time.

We cannot compare all scientific institutions in India with one particular Institute which is perhaps close to what an ideal scientific institution should be. In such institutions, research money alone might have good effects on research progress. However, for each such institution there are numerous
S&T scenario

I wish to comment on the following on S&T scenario

(a) All nations enjoy or suffer from their own normalized levels of 'limits of growth/efficiency' and, naturally, India is no exception. We seem to be uniquely caught up with a situation where all development activities and also policies are essentially dictated by the 'limits of efficiency' set out by the generalist-permissive administrative structures and practices, yet seeking 'limits of growth' typical of technological societies. No wonder that the S&T sector also is affected by this inherent incongruency.

(b) Excepting for agencies such as DAE, ISRO and lately DRDO, Indian civil science has all along been a neglected sector, save some occasional bouts of governmental benevolence for selected narrow areas or institutions. Our declarations of intent for using S&T as 'engines of growth' have by and large been more rhetorical, if not theatrical, when taken from self-reliance point of view. In short, the cardinal trend for the past several decades has been to import all required knowledge (by way of technology, expert advice, and what not) from abroad, partly tied with strings and the rest for short-time commercial terms. And, unlike in many other LDCs, of course, the native science was always encouraged to co-exist and fulfill a marginal/consultative role. Be it in the public sector or the private one, import has been and continues to be the rule of the day, notwithstanding marginally greater component of self-reliance in the PSU's based on half-hearted technology absorption/adaptation practices.

(c) Having said so, it is crucial to realize the dangers from further marginalization of the indigenous science arising out of, may be, increased financial constraints of the Government on the one hand and free technology import on the other. I do not for one believe that Indian S&T at its present level can very significantly contribute to industrial development as needed today, thanks to decades of neglect. But this is the time, perhaps the last, to strengthen it very consciously and systematically so that along with imported modernization our native S&T capabilities, at least in select sectors, will be augmented and such that by the turn of the century or so the two sectors would find the partnership more 'matching'. The S&T community shall take upon themselves the onerous task of convincing the political leadership, both ruling and opposition, on the inevitability of such a strategy, failing which both would let down our future generations.
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Enzymatic activity of ribosomal RNA

This is with reference to the comments by D. Chatterji in Curr. Sci., 1992, 63, 535. To set the record straight he has made some statements which need clarification. There is some confusion about Noller's work and our work. We demonstrated complete protein synthesis (polyphenylalanine synthesis) in E. coli but Noller demonstrated in a thermophilic organism, only the so-called fragment reaction which is an assay system for peptidyl transfer. Further, a limited number of proteins had to be added to our system not for structural purposes (as stated by Chatterji) but for translocation without which polyphenylalanine synthesis cannot take place. In our system two different conditions (high salt-high Mg²⁺ and ethanol) were used to maintain the structure of ribosomal RNAs. It should also be remembered that Noller and his coworkers had about 5% protein left in their system.

It is also wrongly mentioned by Chatterji that we had predicted (italics mine) the biological activity of ribosomal RNA. Actually we had demonstrated that. Further, it is wrong to say that the ribosomal RNA fragments (italics mine) form a stoichiometric complex; actually intact ribosomal RNAs form the complex. It is gratifying to note that our work was widely quoted, (for example, Maniatis and Reed, Watson et al., Cech and Bass) long before Noller's achievement.